
4. 0 METHODS

Based on available information, estimates of the magnitude of recreational by-catch in the
Galveston Bay system were attempted only for finfish and only for the sport-boat mode of
finfish. Estimates were made in the following manner:

1. NMFS MRFSS data for the years that sport-boat fishermen who completed a trip in the
Galveston Bay system were interviewed were summed over species by year and mode
of fishing (Table 9). Hiett and Worrall (1977) found marine recreational fishermen could
not accurately nor consistently identify marine fish to species. Over 500 species of fish
occur in the marine waters of the Gulf of Mexico off the Texas and Louisiana coasts
(Hoese and Moore 1977), and even the trained professionals that the NMFS and TPWD
employ to survey fishermen sometimes are unable to identify some fish to species (See
Table 5 of this paper and Campbell et al. 1991). Data were then summed over years by
mode to provide totals for all fish landed, all fish reported as released alive and all fish
reported as released dead. Only the boat mode of the NMFS MRFSS data was
considered to be consistent with TPWD sport-boat data.

2. A ratio of the number of fish reported released over the number of fish landed and
identified by NMFS interviewers was developed. Ratios were developed for fish
reported released alive and fish reported released dead as well as for all reported released
(Table 10).

3. Estimated annual landings for all species combined for the period 1979-1985 derived
from the TPWD monitoring of sport-boat fishermen (Table 3) were multiplied by the by-
catch ratios to provide an estimate of recreational finfish by-catch. The specific by-catch
ratio is treated as a constant in the calculations (e. g., for each fish seen in interviews by
TPWD, 1. 85 fish would be assumed caught and discarded according the NMFS data).
Therefore, the variances presented for all estimates are those of the TPWD estimates of
landings.

No attempts were made to develop by-catch ratios for species or to partition the data into seasons
or geographic areas within the Galveston Bay system because of the paucity of data. Similarly,
no attempt was made to estimate biomass of finfish because of the lack of data.
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Table 9. NMFS MRFSS recreational data summarized over species, by mode and year
and combined over years by mode.

1. Other Consists of fishes reported as used for bait, filleted, given away, sold or otherwise not
available for inspection by interviewer.
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Table 10. Calculation of sport-boat by-catch factors using NMFS MRFSS data (1979-1985). Factors are summed over species
by year for sport-boat fishermen interviews.

Factors
Total bycatch = Total bycatch -T- total landed
Total alive = Total alive 4- total landed
Total dead — Total dead 4- total landed


